Regulatory substances produced by lymphocytes. III. Evidence that lymphotoxin and proliferation inhibitory factor are identical and different from the inhibitor of DNA synthesis.
L cell mutant lines which were considerably more resistant to rat lymphotoxin (LT) than the original cell line were obtained by periodic additions of LT, partially purified from sensitized lymph node cell culture supernatants by DEAE-cellulose chromatography and Sephadex gel filtration. Addition of actinomycin D to cultures of these mutant cells abrogated resistance to LT, suqgesting that resistance was not due to a loss of LT receptors but probably to increased activity of a repair mechanisms. These mutant lines were also more resistant to the proliferation inhibitory effect of LT in low concentration and to that of diluted culture supernatants of lymph node cells stimulated with antigen (ovalbumin) than the original cell line, but they remained as sensitive to inhibitor of DNA synthesis (IDS) as the original line. The mutant lines also remained fully sensitive to both complement-dependent lysis by antibody and antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, but showed increased resistance to the killing effect of rat lymph node cells sensitized with orginal L cells in vivo. These findings suggest that the lymphotoxic substance partially purified and characterized in this and in the previous paper may be an important mediator of T cell-mediated cytotoxicity.